
Your Gateway to Remote IoT

Overview
The MF 470 is an outdoor LoRaWAN Gateway 
or remote loca�ons. 

MF 470
Low Energy LoRaWAN Gateway 
IP-67, Solar Powered, Cellular / Satellite 

■  LOW POWER: The MF 470 can be powered by a solar panel that is 80% 
smaller than legacy gateway installa�ons 

■  GLOBAL CONNECTIVITY: The MF 470 provides low cost global connec�vity via 
cellular or satellite to LoRaWAN sensors in remote loca�ons

■  RELIABLE: The MF-470 is an outdoor unit with an IP-67 water and rain proof cer�fica�on 
and temperature ranges star�ng at -30 to +70 celsius (Talk to MinFarm about ba�ery selec�on 
op�ons for low temperature)

■  LOW MAINTENANCE: The MF 470 has a range of remote management tools for satellite air�me, LoRaWAN 
telemetry and power that remove the need for site visits. 

■  GLOBALLY CERTIFIED: The MF 470 is cer�fied globally for Europe, USA, Canada, Australia, Japan and Brazil
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Network diagram for satellite backhaul op�on

LoRaWAN 

■  The MF 470 forwards uplinks to a wide range of cloud services including a LoRaWAN Network Server (LNS), HTTP(S) 
endpoints and AWS IoT 

■  The MF 470 supports LoRaWAN 1.0.x sensors 
■  The MF 470 supports a wide range of LoRa channel bands including EU868, IN865, AU915, US915, AS923 and KR920 
■  The MF 470 has an 8-channel capacity 
■  The MF 470 contains GNSS support for LoRa Packet Time Stamping 
■  The MF 470 supports deep packet inspection to achieve low-latency response to sensor data

Power
 
MF 470 Low Power Mode

The MF 470 con�nuously monitors uplink schedules and learns which uplinks require acknowledgements. The MF 470 
contains a programmable power board (MFTurbo-Energy) with two independent relays capable of switching the LoRaWAN 
gateway and associated communica�on equipment off during periods when LoRaWAN sensors are not ac�ve. In this way, it 
never misses an important uplink and the LoRaWAN sensors run without interrup�on,  while the MF 470 achieves an 
extremely low average power consump�on. (Note: This low power mode does not support event based uplinks from 
LoRaWAN sensors).

Solar Panel and ba�ery selec�on 
The MF470 solar array and ba�ery selec�on depends on peak sunlight hours available in your planned deployment loca�on 
during winter months. The number of remote sensors that the MF470 supports and the desired frequency of updates from 
those sensors will also affect the MF470 average power consump�on. Contact the MinFarm engineering team to discuss what 
solar panel and ba�ery solu�on is right for your LoRaWAN deployment. Below is a worked example for an MF470 suppor�ng 
20 LoRaWAN sensors with a desired update frequency of once per day. The example outlines solar array size for three 
different loca�ons with mid winter PSH given. 

20 LoRaWAN sensors / Daily updates

■  0.5 PSH: 100W solar array
■  1 PSH: 40W solar array
■  3 PSH: 20W solar array
■  2 day UPS battery: 12V 3.2 Ah
■  PSH: Winter Peak Sun Hours (kWh/m2/day)
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Global Connec�vity 

Cellular op�on

■  The MF 470 cellular backhaul option supports LTE Cat4 for global networks 

Satellite op�on

■  The MF 470 satellite backhaul option supports Inmarsat IsatData Pro terminals including the Orbcomm ST-2100 and 
ST-6100. The Inmarsat IsatData Pro (IDP) satellite terminal provides global connectivity to the MF 470 on land, sea and in 
mobile environments in a small low power IP-67 omni directional form factor. It is a robust option for satellite backhaul 
of IoT sensor uplink and downlinks in remote applications. (Note: Satellite airtime and terminals are not included in the 
MF 470 but can be purchased separately from MinFarm or from a local supplier)

■  The MF 470 provides satellite data acceleration to dramatically reduce the payload size and management traffic. Below 
is a worked example of how this affects the average operational cost per sensor per month over an Inmarsat satellite 
terminal IsatData Pro for an example price per mb compared to a off the shelf LoRaWAN Gateway. 
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■  The MF400 LoRaWAN Satellite Gateway comes with an easy to use web portal for monitoring and limiting satellite 
airtime costs in real time. An extremely useful tool during the testing phase and OpEx modeling for large deployments, 
and essential during production phase deployments
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**Constants**
Hours per month
Number of Sensors
Uplink qty. per hour

**Management Traffic: Establish Connection**
TLS Handshake Size (bytes)
TLS Handshake Size (MB)

**Management Traffic: Total**
Total (MB)

**Sensors Data**
Sensor Type
Payload Size (bytes)
Data usage per sensor per month (MB)
Data usage all sensors per month(MB)
Total Data per month for sensors and Management Traffic (MB)

**Sensor Cost**
Cost per MB on Inmarsat IDP (USD)
Cost per month for all Sensors (USD)
Cost per sensor per month (USD)
Factor Saving between MinFarm and Off-the-shelf
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Components

■  MF 200 LoRaWAN Gateway 
■  MFTurbo-Energy programmable power board
■  IP-67 Enclosure 
■  Victron BlueSolar PWM
■  LoRa Omnidirectional Antenna (8dBi, 0.8m) 
■  Enclosure Pole Mount 
■  Solar Panel Pole Mount 
■  LoRa Antenna Pole Mount 
■  Solar Panel to Enclosure Cable (5m) 
■  LoRa Antenna Cable (5m)

Note: The MF 470 supports a wide range of solar panel, ba�ery and back-haul internet connec�vity op�ons including satellite 
terminals. These op�ons can be ordered separately from MinFarm or sourced locally by the customer.

Use Cases

Use Case: Carry-on Kit For Monitoring Goods On Bulk Cargo Vessels 
This use case involves monitoring the health of goods during a voyage on a bulk cargo vessel. 

The requirements include:

■  A small and light kit that can be carried on a backpack by one installer 
■  An easy to install kit that attaches securely to a railing of the vessel 
■  60 day autonomous operation from a small and light battery 
■  Satellite backhaul that is independent of the ship's communications systems 
■  Omni-directional satellite antenna that allows the kit to be installed anywhere on the vessel and can be used while the 

vessel is at sea without having to know the route in advance 
■  The LoRaWAN sensors report once per hour, but the sampling rate required by the application is one uplink every 6 

hours (4 uplinks per day) 
■  20 LoRaWAN sensors are deployed in the holds
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Use Cases

Use Case: Peatland Monitoring At Extreme La�tudes During Winter Months 
This use case involves monitoring the health of peatland during the winter season in extreme 
la�tudes. 

The requirements include:

■  An easy to install kit that attaches securely to a single pole inserted into the ground 
■  A solar panel less than 40W 
■  Continuous operation during the winter months when the daily peak sun hours drops 

below 1 hour 
■  7 day autonomous operation from a small and light battery to handle winter storms 
■  Satellite backhaul 
■  The LoRaWAN sensors report once per hour, but the sampling rate required by the 

application is one uplink every 24 hours (1 uplink per day) 
■  20 LoRaWAN sensors are deployed in the peatland

Contact Info
 
Email: sales@minfarmtech.com
Web: m�urbo.com
Tel: +353 1 442 8574
Postal address: MinFarm Tech Ltd.
Bracetown Business Park, Clonee
Co. Meath, Ireland
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Notes: Features and specifica�ons are subject to change without no�ce.
The LoRa and LoRaWAN names are trademarks of Semtech Corpora�on or its 
subsidiaries. All other products and technologies are the trademarks or registered 
trademarks of their respec�ve holders.
Copyright (C) MinFarm Tech Ltd 2023. All rights reserved.
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